




WELCOME TO issue 4 of The Shrieking Violet. As I’ve

mentioned before, the Shrieking Violet was conceived as an alternative tour guide to

Manchester. I’m interested in how you go about exploring a new city, and whether you

immediately head for the city’s big attractions or merely let yourself wander at will and

get absorbed by its spirit. 

When I’ve visited different towns and cities, one of my favourite starting points has al-

ways been picking up leaflets, fliers and free magazines, and seeing what’s going on

there (although, of course, they vary immensely in quality). Sometimes, these newspa-

pers and bits of paper become something I treasure when I return home, though, just as

valuable as any bought souvenir - copies of the Onion picked up in San Francisco, or

the Village Voice from street boxes in New York, are just as good momentos of time

spent in those places as pre-packaged tourist trinkets. 

This month’s Shrieking Violet discusses important things that have happened in the

city lately as well as showcasing the work of artists, writers and photographers.

At the end of October, I went to an event at the Chinese Art Centre in the Northern

Quarter at which the poet Carol Batton was collaborating with the Chinese artist Ying-

mei Yuan. I had long wanted to see/ meet Carol Batton as I have one of her poems

pinned up on my wall that has moved with me through my last three addresses since I

picked it up from a table in a bar in the Northern Quarter a few years ago. Carol Batton

spreads her words and thoughts on things like life, the world and mental illness across

the city, distributing her culture through thousands of photocopied poems, which can

primarily be found in the Northern Quarter. 

This is a big inspiration to me. At the event, Carol Batton wrote personalised, biogra-

phical  poems for some audience members following a brief, inquisitive chat with them.

Incredibly, she gave me one based on the American writer Ray Bradbury, with whom I

share my surname, and a vague recollection of a book, Fahrenheit 451, in which he de-

scribes a dystopian future of state censorship and book burning. I love what Batton came

up with: “She doesn’t burn books...she makes them, secretly.”
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carefully lay on top of the cake tin, again cutting off any excess pastry to neaten up.

You can use any spare dough to make a funny picture on the centre of the pie; I did a pumpkin and the ini-

tials of ‘Your Mama's Cookin’’. Brush soya milk or blend with fingertips around the pie crust to fill in any

holes and smooth out. Then pop your pumpkin pie in the piping hot oven and wait 30-40 minutes until cen-

tre is firm! The pie crust will brown and become very crisp first, but the filling and base will take a while

longer! While you are waiting you could fill your time with making some delicious vegan cream to go with

the pie.

Ingredients: 4 tablespoons soya milk

2 tablespoons granulated unrefined sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 tablespoon corn flour

2 tablespoons oil.

Whisk in a blender until smooth and creamy for about 2 minutes then chill for an hour, and then pour over

your scrumptious pie and bop to on the hop!( I am still waiting for my prize for my vegan gingerbread cook-

ies from the last ‘Your Mama’s Cookin’’:))

Your Mama’s Cookin’ is a monthly night at Tiger Lounge, 5 Cooper St Manchester, every 2nd Wednesday.

What goes in:

2 cups plain flour

1 tsp baking power

1tsp bicarbonate of soda

½ tsp salt

½ cup margarine or butter

1 cup caster sugar

½ tsp almond extract

2 eggs

1 tbsp ground almonds

1 breakfast bowl of chopped plums, skins and

juice included

Sprinkle of flaked almonds

How to do it

Preheat oven to 140. Line and grease a 9x5 inch

loaf pan. Cream the butter and sugar until light,

then add almond extract. Beat in eggs one at a

time, mixing well after each addition. In a

seperate bowl, sieve together the flour, the salt

and the baking powder. Fold 1/3 of the flour

mixture into the butter, sugar and eggs, then

mix in one half of the plums, then fold another

third of the flour in, followed by the rest of the

plums, then fold in the last of the flour. Finally

mix in the ground almonds- and the batter is

now ready. Pour into the prepared pan, sprin-

kle the almonds on top, place in the centre of the

hot oven for 55-60 mins or until a knife inserted in the middle comes out clean. Keep checking it; ovens vary. Cool

for 10 mins, before turning out of the pan onto a wire rack, placing upright, then leave to cool completely.

by Rosa Martyn
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I MADE this vegan pumpkin pie for the very special monthly night at Tiger Lounge named ‘Your Mama's

Cookin’’. A quaintly eclectic night combining a knitting lesson, bring your own cake stall, vintage tea cups

and a lindy hop lesson adorned with classic swinging tunes from the 1920s- 50s. A night which takes you

back to a simpler period where all you needed was rock and roll tunes and delicious cake to have a

swell time!

Ingredients: Hot Water pie crust

250 grams vegetable shortening or suet (looks like white maggots but

makes the pie flaky!)

400 g plain flour

2 teaspoons Suma dairy free margarine

175 ml boiling water

2 tablespoons baking powder

¼ teaspoon salt

You will need a circular cake tin, rolllling pin, and wooden spoon.

First we shall make the pie dough! Mix together the shortening, margarine and hot water in a large bowl until

thoroughly blended. The shortening will make it look bumpy, don’t worry it will dissolve in the oven. Add

flour, baking powder and salt mix to form dough and then knead. Wrap in cling film and put in the fridge to

chill for 3 hours then think of something better to do than watch the fridge door impatiently. After waiting

patiently for your dough to chill, flour a surface and half the dough then roll out your dough then line the cake

tin with 1 half carefully making sure the dough is thick enough to hold the filling and you have rolled out the

right shape to cover the cake tin. Fold over the edge of the dough over the cake tin chopping away excess with

a knife.

Now for the filling.

Ingredients

A pumpkin :)

350 ml soya milk

5 ounces granulated brown sugar

2 teaspoons cinnamon

1 teaspoon grated ginger

1 table spoon golden syrup

No Egg, (brand name). Expensive but worth shelling out on (get it?!) as lasts ages. This is an egg replacer

which binds the dough just as an egg would! But doesn’t come from a hen! Eggciting!|)

Pre heat the oven to gas mark 4/ 180”c.

My cutting of the pumpkin was very basic. I used a large knife to cut from the top of the pumpkin then

slide down to quarter the orange beast. Then scoop out the seeds ( you can toast these later on if you so de-

sire). Use approximately  5 tablespoons of pumpkin flesh and whisk together with the egg replacer and soya

milk. Then add spices and syrup and pour into your pie base. Finally roll out your other half of the dough and

Vegan Pumpkin Pie by Rebecca Willmott
Manchester: Up high and down below

Above:The view from the Arndale carpark  Below: a reflection in a puddle on Wardle Road in Sale
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ALTHOUGH HALLOWEEN is but once a year, a plush pumpkin

toy you can keepsake for life.

You will need orange and green felt, green and black em-

broidery thread, stuffing, needles and scissors.

1. Cut out your 6 pieces of orange felt in an oblong shape,

and two leaf shaped pieces of felt and two black circular

pieces of felt. 

2. Sew

each pair

together along the side so that you have

three joined pairs together. Pin each pair of

orange felt together into a cocoon shape

then sew each piece together by hand or

machine. You may want to take some of the pins out as you sew together.

3. Once you have sewn your pieces together, sew by hand

one of the openings and pull the thread tight to create a

scrunched up effect. Then turn the shape the right side round

and stuff! After fully stuffing, seal the second opening with

thread and close tightly, careful not to snap! Use a few extra

stitches to secure.

4. Add some snazzy pumpkin lines by run-

ning the green thread around the side of the pumpkin in the middle of each

section. Stitch tightly to secure, before running the thread along the

other side.

5. Decide which side you want to be the top and use

blanket stitch to secure the black piece of felt to the

pumpkin. Cut out a rectangular piece of felt and roll it

up to make a stem, sew along the edge from top to bottom to keep it

rolled up, then sew to your second felt circle. Then attach to the pumpkin

to secure with strong neat stitches.

Next take your two felt leave pieces and sew along

the edges to hold the pieces together. Then em-

broider veins on if you so desire. Attach leaf se-

curely to the black circular felt. And there you have

your lovely pumpkin to keep you thoroughly en-

tertained for many a rainy day! 

by Rebecca Willmott

Pumpkin Pattern
I SOMETIMES wonder what visitors to Manchester must think when they’re planning their itineraries. Other

cities have their palaces (Brighton has the Royal Pavilion, for example, London is full of them) and castles,

which are peppered about the country even in the smallest of towns and villages. Where are Manchester’s big

tourist attractions, though, apart from the well-worn trail of museums and art galleries, maybe John Rylands

or Chetham’s library if you’re feeling adventurous?

I lived with two travellers, one Australian and one Canadian, who stopped off in Manchester for six months

or so after several months living in Edinburgh. Once, I asked them what they had been doing by way of ex-

ploring the city and whether they had visited Castlefield yet. I expected them to be full of awe and enthusi-

asm, captivated by its network of canals and inspired by its towering viaducts. Instead, they shrugged it off

dismissively. Turns out they’d been wandering round looking for its castle and were disappointed when they

couldn’t find it.

But I think Manchester is a city for living in, letting its majesty unveil itself to you slowly. It’s at its best when

you’re submerged in its daily routine rather than flying around a few pre-determined sites of interest over a

few hours or a couple of days. Manchester’s architecture is useful rather than full of grand,

breathtaking follies.

That’s not to say Manchester doesn’t have its palaces. Manchester was once a city of palaces, just the city’s

forgotten them over the generations and no-one’s treasured them enough to tend to their upkeep. Their opu-

lence and high-aiming ideals have faded into the background. Not for them immaculately landscaped gardens

or well-maintained facades; three palaces in particular have become shabby and neglected, consumed by the

city to the extent their rich past has all but been forgotten about (we’ll disregard the celebrated Palace Hotel

and the Palace Theatre, which cheated by renaming them-

selves palaces from the Refuge Assurance Company and

the Grand Old Lady of Oxford Street, respectively).

They stand, variously, on a corner of the second busiest

bus route in Europe, amidst textiles warehouses in an in-

salubrious area just north of the city centre, and a suburb

traditionally packed with rows of terraced houses.

Fittingly, for a modern city, rather than monuments to

wealth or bloodlines they’re palaces in honour of the

common man, built for everyday use. These are the

palaces of the Edwardian era, which used sumptuousness

and splendour a as an inspiration to the average man on

the street rather than as an outward display of power and

status. There were no empty rooms to be filled with trin-

kets or lavished in riches - these palaces, two of which

were sporting venues, were built to entertain and amuse.

Were you to visit them now, you wouldn’t be led round

by a tour guide, maintaining a respectful silence, peering

at antique-furnished rooms from behind rope dividers or

forced to wear shoe coverings. You wouldn’t find out the

stories of generations of aristocrats and their antiques and

family art collections, but learn about the social mores of

Manchester’s Forgotten Palaces written and drawn by Natalie Bradbury
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the time and the concerns of the society that made them.

The least well known and most unusual of the three palaces is Manchester Ice Palace, which opened in

1910. Hidden in a warehouse area on Derby Street, just off the main road in Cheetham Hill, this expansive red-

brick and terracotta building conceals an exciting past; it was once the finest ice skating rink in the world, the

biggest in the UK and twice largest in Europe, and home to the Manchester Ice Hockey Club. 14000 square feet

of ice was provided by an ice plant across the road and 2000 seats held Edwardian spectators at the National

Ice Skating Championships and the 1922 World Championships.

The rink was later put to more prosaic use, holding munitions practice during the war before closing in the

1960s and becoming a bottling plant for Lancashire Dairies, whose equipment can still be seen outside. Its im-

posing exterior, which was once clad in white marble, is now covered in signs for companies like ‘Extreme

Largeness’ (which supplies shops like Affleck’s Palace) and ‘Italian Style Revolution’s Handbags’. In a cruel

irony, one shop advertises ‘Sunglass in. Hot selling’ in orange letters on its door, with mannequins in the win-

dows sporting comedy sunglasses.

The palace which has

best adapted to modern use

and still thrives, in a way,

is the Grosvenor Picture

Palace on the corner of

Grosvenor Street and Ox-

ford Road. When it opened

in 1915, it was one of a

number of cinemas on Ox-

ford Road, which was then

known as Manchester’s

‘entertainment street’. 

It fans out dramatically

from its corner plot,

presided over by a green

dome. Its green and off-

white tiled exterior makes

it appear like a winged

mint, embossed with deco-

rative wreathes of richness

and abundance.

It was built in the age of mass cinema, which saw the invention of the Picture Palace, a luxurious, sumptu-

ous environment in which the public could go to see films and feel like royalty - at least, for the length of the

motion picture. The comfort in which people watched the film was just as much of an escape from reality and

the everyday as the pictures themselves.

In later years, when cinemas started to close in favour of modern multiplexes, the cinema was reinvented as

a bingo hall before becoming The Footage bar. The steps to its entrance are cracked and worn, and it’s clearly

seen better days, but the building still attracts crowds; The Footage is squarely aimed at students, advertising

itself as a ‘burger and beer’ joint with karaoke, sports showings and games machines, with drinks discounts

for Scream Card holders.

It’s still kept some of the details of its former past, with strip lighting on the stairs, chandeliers and stained

glass windows in the shape of cobwebs, streaky with leaf details. Diamond patterned tiles on the stairways lead
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to its mezzanine level, all wood panelling and ornate railings around its curving balcony, which is decorated

in the standard geometric-pattern carpet you still get in modern cinema foyers today. Its cavernous interior con-

tains two bars, one on the balcony level and one in the big main cinema area. Elaborately detailed wallpaper,

now peeling, clings to its curved ceiling, and its decorative plaster wreathes, bows, drapes, apples and flow-

ers in interlocking patterns are painted in a grand colour scheme of red, white and green.

The décor and whole effect is completely overwhelming, though, and I can’t imagine going there to relax

now - there are screens everywhere you look, loud music blaring and constant reminders you’re being watched

by CCTV. Even the toilets are depressing, covered with government health warnings (look out for penile

swelling!) and posters warning you to report anyone suspicious so you can avert a bomb.

Undoubtedly, though, Manchester’s most important palace,

which is a tourist attraction in its own right, is Victoria Baths,

on Hathersage Road in Victoria Park. Winner of BBC2’s

Restoration, it’s now open once a month for the public to remi-

nisce about the recent past.

When the Baths were opened in 1906, Manchester’s mayor de-

clared them a ‘water palace of which every citizen can be proud’.

Designed by the city architect Henry Price, no expense was

spared in trying to inspire standards of hygiene and cleanliness

in Manchester’s citizens. The Baths’ public health message was-

n’t subtle; stained glass windows use symbols like the Angel of

Purity to inspire the average man to cleanliness, sportsmen in

coloured glass provide ideals of health and sportsmanship to live

up to. Everywhere you look there’s incredible detail, from the

fish mosaics of the entrance halls to the tiles that line the walls.

No wonder such an inspiring environment produced both

Olympic and Channel swimmers.

The Baths weren’t just architecturally ambitious; they had their

own well and water supply, and later housed an aerotone, an

early type of jacuzzi. Nor were they frivolous - at a time when

many of the surrounding terraced houses didn’t have baths or

laundry facilities, they provided an essential washing and clean-

ing facility for local families. In later decades, couples met on the dancefloor that was made by covering over

the middle pool during the winter months.

They weren’t entirely democratic, though. Males and females were divided by separate entrances in the

early years of its life, and a very much of its time system saw the water for the three pools used first by the First

Class Males, then by Second Class Males and finally by the women.

Unfortunately, such a huge palace proved too much of a burden for the local authorities, becoming derelict

and overrun by cockroaches towards the end of its life, and the council closed the Baths in 1993.

These buildings were made to last. But in a way they’re too big, too grand to be adapted easily into modern

life, as anything other than bar or office conversions (talks of the future of Victoria Baths tend to incorporate

either office or hotel space.)

The closest we have to a modern day palace is the Trafford Centre, a gaudy, out of town cathedral to com-

merce. Look closely at our streets though, and you’ll see that the city wasn’t always dedicated to shopping and

possessions, buildings didn’t outdo each other in terms of scale or glitz to try to get as much money out of peo-

ple as possible.
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Silver Bullet

Whizzing past

silver bullet

past careless

into plain nocturnal yellow

And my grey smudge sky

helps me feel

deeper nothing

And my heart dances

to disco jangle heartattacks

In my headsocket

something vibrates

like a windy day

in a butcher's window

And I go

......whizzing past

silver bullet

a chinese......H.S....B.C.........the preston shambles

and rows of glaciers

like frozen shop windows 

Pink Cloud

I dripdrop dripdrop

further into

some weird place

where heads are surrounded

by pink cloud

that dripdrop dripdrop

with surreal condensation

taking me further into

that weird place

where my black and white cat

maintains his sanity

and i find myself

freaking out in pink cloud

nothing to hold on to

except my black and white cats'

comparative sanity

and the hope that he can find his

way out

before i'm consumed

by pink clouds of doubtby Andrew Beswick

I ASKED for sand to be here already. My intern is calling up those responsible, to find out

what the hold up is. Inside, people from the gallery are tending to my work-space. They

look busy, and as much as I could interrupt them, I don’t have the heart to; they’re doing

all of this for me, and when they’re done, I will thank them.

I brought my daughter Elsie with me, she’s outside with the donkey she named, ‘Ink’

‘His eyes are dripping daddy - they’re spilt like ink’

She hasn’t had a donkey ride with him, she didn’t want one, not because she’s too big for

one, but because she said she thought he wouldn’t like it all that much, Ink that is -

‘He might cry daddy, and then his eyes might just be blots’

She’s good like that. We mended a worm with a plaster together once, and I told her of

the operation’s success before she visited her patient again. The worm was dead. Elsie

and I aren’t miracle workers, but I think we do our best.

Ink is part of my creation today. I've volunteered my services to help in promoting the

awareness of animal cruelty in business.

Elsie wouldn’t have been allowed a ride on a donkey by me, even if she’d wanted one; I

was just lucky she didn’t want one.

The sand I’m waiting for is to be used in creating a seaside setting. I also have a top-hat

which is for Ink to wear - my wife perfected the execution of this by using some dull

brown thread, same shade as Ink's coat; which we'll tie underneath Ink's head, so as to

keep the hat upright, and fingers-crossed, on! - (when we trialled it, it worked perfectly!)

I love my wife, there's no fuss in all she does; Elsie has that in her too, it's a beautiful

quality to have trickled down the gene pool. She'll be here soon, spurring me on - she’s

so very good at that, and it's nice to believe her when she tells me that I'm doing good.

The aim of today is to make this opportunity mean something. Once the sand arrives

and the gallery opens, I‘ll be asking Elsie to walk Ink along the sand in his top hat whilst

I paint the emotions of the crowd as I ask them to describe their ideas of how they’d feel

if they were an English seaside donkey.

There will be two other artists joining me in the exhibition, and from the leaflets de-

tailing the event, I have gathered that one of them is highlighting the conduct of the ma-

gician and the rabbit, whilst the other is playing it very straight by clawing into the lab

technicians and their testing on mice. The newspapers have called it an alternative to

the traditional ‘Family Day Out‘, and I just hope that people read further on into that ar-

ticle and understand that what they're coming to see isn't an indoor petting zoo, but a

chance to think differently about familiar scenarios which they might complacently con-

sider as being acceptable:

I call it dropping acorns, because maybe some of what people take with them from

today's performance will stick and root; becoming more grandly placed in the earth, like

the tall oak tree, which drops its acorns for more second chances; as the cycle of

development continues.

The Seaside Donkey by Emily McPhilips
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IT’S BEEN almost a month since the city council announced the results of the public consultation

held to decide whether or not Manchester should have an elected mayor. In case you missed it,

the upstanding citizens of Manchester plumped for 'or not'. Two thirds of the people responding

decided that an elected mayor was a bad idea, and would prefer keeping things more or less as

they are now - the 'new style leader'.

End of the issue as far as the council are concerned. A lot less money, a lot less fuss, and no

chance of a renegade outsider getting elected and causing mayhem. The debates which revolved

around the issue for a few weeks were fairly interesting: would having a recognisable figurehead

make people more interested in the way the city is run? Would it make personality eclipse politics

as with Boris? We'll never know.

The really interesting questions arising out of the exercise concern the council's attitude toward

democracy and participation. Upon receiving the result and facing the inevitable question as to

whether the whole thing was a waste of time, council leaders responded along the lines of 'yes,

government forced us to.'

It's true. The whole reason for the consultation in the first place was the well founded anxiety from

central government that people had lost faith in politics. This resulted in The Local Government

and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, which the government hoped would “give local peo-

ple more influence over the services and decisions that affect their communities.” According to gov-

ernment studies undertaken prior to the 2007 Local Government and Public Involvement in Health

Act, 61% of people felt they had “no influence over decisions affecting their local areas”.

It's easy to see where the lack of faith comes from. The choice offered was ultimately only ever

superficial: one highly centralised, top heavy system, or another. It was a shirked opportunity for

the council to put something interesting on the table. Unsurprisingly, only 3000 people bothered

responding - around 1% of those eligible.

Looking back at the way the consultation was handled, it's a mercy it was on such a superficial

topic. Consultations have been a favourite ploy of New Labour. They're about managing people's

perception of their ability to influence their lives, while making sure the reality remains largely the

same. While government can say they have 'listened', they're not ultimately bound to follow what

people say. On the really big issues around which consultations have been held, nothing short of

rigging has gone on. When it came to the third runway at Heathrow, an investigation from The

Times found that BAA were effectively able to make up much of the evidence submitted, whilst

many of the people living in the way of the development were not consulted at all. The consulta-

tion over nuclear power was similarly found to be unbalanced.

No such skulduggery seems to have been at play with the Manchester mayor consultation, just

good old fashioned incompetence and lazyness. Whilst sat around at the Mule office, a few of us

realised that one week before the consultation closed, not one of us had received a leaflet about

the consultation through our doors. Neither had most of our friends. We did a quick survey of

readers, and found that 88% of respondents have not received consultation leaflets from the

Council. 79% were unaware that a consultation was taking place. One was supposed to have

gone through every door in the city. 

For the postaly challenged, MCC had a nice online form where you could pick which of the two

options you preferred, enter your postcode, and vote. Making democracy as easy as pop idol.

Was it you who made up 2.5% of the voters in Withington, or 3% of the votes in Fallowfield? If so,

you had a lot of power in your hands. There were no effective safeguards against people who re-

ally cared about the result stuffing the digital ballot box. Live and work in Manchester? You prob-

ably have two postcodes without even trying. Low turnout can make that trouble transparent. If

someone had asked people in their block of flats to let them press a few buttons, those flatmates

would have increased the Fallowfield votes by 50%. An IT profficient "troublemaker" could have

caused shattering problems from a small computer lab. In the event of a significant number of

people voting, that sort of ballot stuffing is just noise, but worthwhile all the same in a close bal-

lot. If it had been a close contest, this would have been a non-trivial problem (for more on digital

democracy and its drawbacks, it's worth checking out www.openrightsgroup.org).

Gordon Brown has in the past claimed that low voter turnout was a sign of voter satisfaction.

It's all too easy to see his fellow party members holding the reigns at MCC following him on this

one. But here's hoping the mayor consultation doesn't fade away - we deserve a more mean-

ingful say in the decisions over how their communities are run.

Mob fury at Piccadilly battleground
by Adam Faulkner

OVER 40 people were arrested in the confrontation be-

tween two political groups in Manchester city centre

last month.

Piccadilly Gardens was swarmed by over 2000 protest-

ers as English Defence League (EDL) demonstrators

faced off against members of Unite Against Fascism

(UAF) on the afternoon of Saturday October 10.

The static protest between the two groups was met with

a well contained police lockdown. The two factions

stood divided by a line of riot police, dogs and officers on horseback.

Persistent anti-fascist chants of “Nazi scum, off our streets” were greeted with patriotic

songs and Nazi salutes from the EDL, who strongly oppose Sharia law and “radical Islam.” 

Minor pockets of violence and rushes for the dividing police line were quickly halted by

officers as around 700 EDL supporters faced up to 1400 UAF demonstrators for over four

and a half hours. Speakers for the UAF group taunted their opposition crying “you said you

would bring 1000, where are they? There are many many more mosques than you.”

Shortly before 5pm police herded protestors towards railway stations as the protests

came to an end. The demonstration is in a series of protests around the country after con-

frontations in Birmingham and London in recent months.

The demonstration further fuelled a war over the country’s identity with both sides dis-

playing solidarity and immunity to intimidation in the face of the opposition. Some wit-

nesses questioned the conflict demanding “why can’t people live together in today’s

society. England is multi-cultural and that is a fact.”

Anti-fascist protesters also directed opposition against the decision of the BBC to allow

BNP leader Nick Griffin to appear on Question Time with plans to blockade the BBC Tele-

vision Centre, in White City. Witnesses labelled the decision “disgusting” and “disgrace-

ful” in the fight for a multicultural and democratic society.  
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democracy and participation. Upon receiving the result and facing the inevitable question as to

whether the whole thing was a waste of time, council leaders responded along the lines of 'yes,

government forced us to.'

It's true. The whole reason for the consultation in the first place was the well founded anxiety from

central government that people had lost faith in politics. This resulted in The Local Government

and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, which the government hoped would “give local peo-

ple more influence over the services and decisions that affect their communities.” According to gov-

ernment studies undertaken prior to the 2007 Local Government and Public Involvement in Health

Act, 61% of people felt they had “no influence over decisions affecting their local areas”.

It's easy to see where the lack of faith comes from. The choice offered was ultimately only ever

superficial: one highly centralised, top heavy system, or another. It was a shirked opportunity for

the council to put something interesting on the table. Unsurprisingly, only 3000 people bothered

responding - around 1% of those eligible.

Looking back at the way the consultation was handled, it's a mercy it was on such a superficial

topic. Consultations have been a favourite ploy of New Labour. They're about managing people's

perception of their ability to influence their lives, while making sure the reality remains largely the

same. While government can say they have 'listened', they're not ultimately bound to follow what

people say. On the really big issues around which consultations have been held, nothing short of

rigging has gone on. When it came to the third runway at Heathrow, an investigation from The

Times found that BAA were effectively able to make up much of the evidence submitted, whilst

many of the people living in the way of the development were not consulted at all. The consulta-

tion over nuclear power was similarly found to be unbalanced.

No such skulduggery seems to have been at play with the Manchester mayor consultation, just

good old fashioned incompetence and lazyness. Whilst sat around at the Mule office, a few of us

realised that one week before the consultation closed, not one of us had received a leaflet about

the consultation through our doors. Neither had most of our friends. We did a quick survey of

readers, and found that 88% of respondents have not received consultation leaflets from the

Council. 79% were unaware that a consultation was taking place. One was supposed to have

gone through every door in the city. 

For the postaly challenged, MCC had a nice online form where you could pick which of the two

options you preferred, enter your postcode, and vote. Making democracy as easy as pop idol.

Was it you who made up 2.5% of the voters in Withington, or 3% of the votes in Fallowfield? If so,

you had a lot of power in your hands. There were no effective safeguards against people who re-

ally cared about the result stuffing the digital ballot box. Live and work in Manchester? You prob-

ably have two postcodes without even trying. Low turnout can make that trouble transparent. If

someone had asked people in their block of flats to let them press a few buttons, those flatmates

would have increased the Fallowfield votes by 50%. An IT profficient "troublemaker" could have

caused shattering problems from a small computer lab. In the event of a significant number of

people voting, that sort of ballot stuffing is just noise, but worthwhile all the same in a close bal-

lot. If it had been a close contest, this would have been a non-trivial problem (for more on digital

democracy and its drawbacks, it's worth checking out www.openrightsgroup.org).

Gordon Brown has in the past claimed that low voter turnout was a sign of voter satisfaction.

It's all too easy to see his fellow party members holding the reigns at MCC following him on this

one. But here's hoping the mayor consultation doesn't fade away - we deserve a more mean-

ingful say in the decisions over how their communities are run.

Mob fury at Piccadilly battleground
by Adam Faulkner

OVER 40 people were arrested in the confrontation be-

tween two political groups in Manchester city centre

last month.

Piccadilly Gardens was swarmed by over 2000 protest-

ers as English Defence League (EDL) demonstrators

faced off against members of Unite Against Fascism

(UAF) on the afternoon of Saturday October 10.

The static protest between the two groups was met with

a well contained police lockdown. The two factions

stood divided by a line of riot police, dogs and officers on horseback.

Persistent anti-fascist chants of “Nazi scum, off our streets” were greeted with patriotic

songs and Nazi salutes from the EDL, who strongly oppose Sharia law and “radical Islam.” 

Minor pockets of violence and rushes for the dividing police line were quickly halted by

officers as around 700 EDL supporters faced up to 1400 UAF demonstrators for over four

and a half hours. Speakers for the UAF group taunted their opposition crying “you said you

would bring 1000, where are they? There are many many more mosques than you.”

Shortly before 5pm police herded protestors towards railway stations as the protests

came to an end. The demonstration is in a series of protests around the country after con-

frontations in Birmingham and London in recent months.

The demonstration further fuelled a war over the country’s identity with both sides dis-

playing solidarity and immunity to intimidation in the face of the opposition. Some wit-

nesses questioned the conflict demanding “why can’t people live together in today’s

society. England is multi-cultural and that is a fact.”

Anti-fascist protesters also directed opposition against the decision of the BBC to allow

BNP leader Nick Griffin to appear on Question Time with plans to blockade the BBC Tele-

vision Centre, in White City. Witnesses labelled the decision “disgusting” and “disgrace-

ful” in the fight for a multicultural and democratic society.  
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Silver Bullet

Whizzing past

silver bullet

past careless

into plain nocturnal yellow

And my grey smudge sky

helps me feel

deeper nothing

And my heart dances

to disco jangle heartattacks

In my headsocket

something vibrates

like a windy day

in a butcher's window

And I go

......whizzing past

silver bullet

a chinese......H.S....B.C.........the preston shambles

and rows of glaciers

like frozen shop windows 

Pink Cloud

I dripdrop dripdrop

further into

some weird place

where heads are surrounded

by pink cloud

that dripdrop dripdrop

with surreal condensation

taking me further into

that weird place

where my black and white cat

maintains his sanity

and i find myself

freaking out in pink cloud

nothing to hold on to

except my black and white cats'

comparative sanity

and the hope that he can find his

way out

before i'm consumed

by pink clouds of doubtby Andrew Beswick

I ASKED for sand to be here already. My intern is calling up those responsible, to find out

what the hold up is. Inside, people from the gallery are tending to my work-space. They

look busy, and as much as I could interrupt them, I don’t have the heart to; they’re doing

all of this for me, and when they’re done, I will thank them.

I brought my daughter Elsie with me, she’s outside with the donkey she named, ‘Ink’

‘His eyes are dripping daddy - they’re spilt like ink’

She hasn’t had a donkey ride with him, she didn’t want one, not because she’s too big for

one, but because she said she thought he wouldn’t like it all that much, Ink that is -

‘He might cry daddy, and then his eyes might just be blots’

She’s good like that. We mended a worm with a plaster together once, and I told her of

the operation’s success before she visited her patient again. The worm was dead. Elsie

and I aren’t miracle workers, but I think we do our best.

Ink is part of my creation today. I've volunteered my services to help in promoting the

awareness of animal cruelty in business.

Elsie wouldn’t have been allowed a ride on a donkey by me, even if she’d wanted one; I

was just lucky she didn’t want one.

The sand I’m waiting for is to be used in creating a seaside setting. I also have a top-hat

which is for Ink to wear - my wife perfected the execution of this by using some dull

brown thread, same shade as Ink's coat; which we'll tie underneath Ink's head, so as to

keep the hat upright, and fingers-crossed, on! - (when we trialled it, it worked perfectly!)

I love my wife, there's no fuss in all she does; Elsie has that in her too, it's a beautiful

quality to have trickled down the gene pool. She'll be here soon, spurring me on - she’s

so very good at that, and it's nice to believe her when she tells me that I'm doing good.

The aim of today is to make this opportunity mean something. Once the sand arrives

and the gallery opens, I‘ll be asking Elsie to walk Ink along the sand in his top hat whilst

I paint the emotions of the crowd as I ask them to describe their ideas of how they’d feel

if they were an English seaside donkey.

There will be two other artists joining me in the exhibition, and from the leaflets de-

tailing the event, I have gathered that one of them is highlighting the conduct of the ma-

gician and the rabbit, whilst the other is playing it very straight by clawing into the lab

technicians and their testing on mice. The newspapers have called it an alternative to

the traditional ‘Family Day Out‘, and I just hope that people read further on into that ar-

ticle and understand that what they're coming to see isn't an indoor petting zoo, but a

chance to think differently about familiar scenarios which they might complacently con-

sider as being acceptable:

I call it dropping acorns, because maybe some of what people take with them from

today's performance will stick and root; becoming more grandly placed in the earth, like

the tall oak tree, which drops its acorns for more second chances; as the cycle of

development continues.

The Seaside Donkey by Emily McPhilips
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to its mezzanine level, all wood panelling and ornate railings around its curving balcony, which is decorated

in the standard geometric-pattern carpet you still get in modern cinema foyers today. Its cavernous interior con-

tains two bars, one on the balcony level and one in the big main cinema area. Elaborately detailed wallpaper,

now peeling, clings to its curved ceiling, and its decorative plaster wreathes, bows, drapes, apples and flow-

ers in interlocking patterns are painted in a grand colour scheme of red, white and green.

The décor and whole effect is completely overwhelming, though, and I can’t imagine going there to relax

now - there are screens everywhere you look, loud music blaring and constant reminders you’re being watched

by CCTV. Even the toilets are depressing, covered with government health warnings (look out for penile

swelling!) and posters warning you to report anyone suspicious so you can avert a bomb.

Undoubtedly, though, Manchester’s most important palace,

which is a tourist attraction in its own right, is Victoria Baths,

on Hathersage Road in Victoria Park. Winner of BBC2’s

Restoration, it’s now open once a month for the public to remi-

nisce about the recent past.

When the Baths were opened in 1906, Manchester’s mayor de-

clared them a ‘water palace of which every citizen can be proud’.

Designed by the city architect Henry Price, no expense was

spared in trying to inspire standards of hygiene and cleanliness

in Manchester’s citizens. The Baths’ public health message was-

n’t subtle; stained glass windows use symbols like the Angel of

Purity to inspire the average man to cleanliness, sportsmen in

coloured glass provide ideals of health and sportsmanship to live

up to. Everywhere you look there’s incredible detail, from the

fish mosaics of the entrance halls to the tiles that line the walls.

No wonder such an inspiring environment produced both

Olympic and Channel swimmers.

The Baths weren’t just architecturally ambitious; they had their

own well and water supply, and later housed an aerotone, an

early type of jacuzzi. Nor were they frivolous - at a time when

many of the surrounding terraced houses didn’t have baths or

laundry facilities, they provided an essential washing and clean-

ing facility for local families. In later decades, couples met on the dancefloor that was made by covering over

the middle pool during the winter months.

They weren’t entirely democratic, though. Males and females were divided by separate entrances in the

early years of its life, and a very much of its time system saw the water for the three pools used first by the First

Class Males, then by Second Class Males and finally by the women.

Unfortunately, such a huge palace proved too much of a burden for the local authorities, becoming derelict

and overrun by cockroaches towards the end of its life, and the council closed the Baths in 1993.

These buildings were made to last. But in a way they’re too big, too grand to be adapted easily into modern

life, as anything other than bar or office conversions (talks of the future of Victoria Baths tend to incorporate

either office or hotel space.)

The closest we have to a modern day palace is the Trafford Centre, a gaudy, out of town cathedral to com-

merce. Look closely at our streets though, and you’ll see that the city wasn’t always dedicated to shopping and

possessions, buildings didn’t outdo each other in terms of scale or glitz to try to get as much money out of peo-

ple as possible.
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the time and the concerns of the society that made them.

The least well known and most unusual of the three palaces is Manchester Ice Palace, which opened in

1910. Hidden in a warehouse area on Derby Street, just off the main road in Cheetham Hill, this expansive red-

brick and terracotta building conceals an exciting past; it was once the finest ice skating rink in the world, the

biggest in the UK and twice largest in Europe, and home to the Manchester Ice Hockey Club. 14000 square feet

of ice was provided by an ice plant across the road and 2000 seats held Edwardian spectators at the National

Ice Skating Championships and the 1922 World Championships.

The rink was later put to more prosaic use, holding munitions practice during the war before closing in the

1960s and becoming a bottling plant for Lancashire Dairies, whose equipment can still be seen outside. Its im-

posing exterior, which was once clad in white marble, is now covered in signs for companies like ‘Extreme

Largeness’ (which supplies shops like Affleck’s Palace) and ‘Italian Style Revolution’s Handbags’. In a cruel

irony, one shop advertises ‘Sunglass in. Hot selling’ in orange letters on its door, with mannequins in the win-

dows sporting comedy sunglasses.

The palace which has

best adapted to modern use

and still thrives, in a way,

is the Grosvenor Picture

Palace on the corner of

Grosvenor Street and Ox-

ford Road. When it opened

in 1915, it was one of a

number of cinemas on Ox-

ford Road, which was then

known as Manchester’s

‘entertainment street’. 

It fans out dramatically

from its corner plot,

presided over by a green

dome. Its green and off-

white tiled exterior makes

it appear like a winged

mint, embossed with deco-

rative wreathes of richness

and abundance.

It was built in the age of mass cinema, which saw the invention of the Picture Palace, a luxurious, sumptu-

ous environment in which the public could go to see films and feel like royalty - at least, for the length of the

motion picture. The comfort in which people watched the film was just as much of an escape from reality and

the everyday as the pictures themselves.

In later years, when cinemas started to close in favour of modern multiplexes, the cinema was reinvented as

a bingo hall before becoming The Footage bar. The steps to its entrance are cracked and worn, and it’s clearly

seen better days, but the building still attracts crowds; The Footage is squarely aimed at students, advertising

itself as a ‘burger and beer’ joint with karaoke, sports showings and games machines, with drinks discounts

for Scream Card holders.

It’s still kept some of the details of its former past, with strip lighting on the stairs, chandeliers and stained

glass windows in the shape of cobwebs, streaky with leaf details. Diamond patterned tiles on the stairways lead
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ALTHOUGH HALLOWEEN is but once a year, a plush pumpkin

toy you can keepsake for life.

You will need orange and green felt, green and black em-

broidery thread, stuffing, needles and scissors.

1. Cut out your 6 pieces of orange felt in an oblong shape,

and two leaf shaped pieces of felt and two black circular

pieces of felt. 

2. Sew

each pair

together along the side so that you have

three joined pairs together. Pin each pair of

orange felt together into a cocoon shape

then sew each piece together by hand or

machine. You may want to take some of the pins out as you sew together.

3. Once you have sewn your pieces together, sew by hand

one of the openings and pull the thread tight to create a

scrunched up effect. Then turn the shape the right side round

and stuff! After fully stuffing, seal the second opening with

thread and close tightly, careful not to snap! Use a few extra

stitches to secure.

4. Add some snazzy pumpkin lines by run-

ning the green thread around the side of the pumpkin in the middle of each

section. Stitch tightly to secure, before running the thread along the

other side.

5. Decide which side you want to be the top and use

blanket stitch to secure the black piece of felt to the

pumpkin. Cut out a rectangular piece of felt and roll it

up to make a stem, sew along the edge from top to bottom to keep it

rolled up, then sew to your second felt circle. Then attach to the pumpkin

to secure with strong neat stitches.

Next take your two felt leave pieces and sew along

the edges to hold the pieces together. Then em-

broider veins on if you so desire. Attach leaf se-

curely to the black circular felt. And there you have

your lovely pumpkin to keep you thoroughly en-

tertained for many a rainy day! 

by Rebecca Willmott

Pumpkin Pattern
I SOMETIMES wonder what visitors to Manchester must think when they’re planning their itineraries. Other

cities have their palaces (Brighton has the Royal Pavilion, for example, London is full of them) and castles,

which are peppered about the country even in the smallest of towns and villages. Where are Manchester’s big

tourist attractions, though, apart from the well-worn trail of museums and art galleries, maybe John Rylands

or Chetham’s library if you’re feeling adventurous?

I lived with two travellers, one Australian and one Canadian, who stopped off in Manchester for six months

or so after several months living in Edinburgh. Once, I asked them what they had been doing by way of ex-

ploring the city and whether they had visited Castlefield yet. I expected them to be full of awe and enthusi-

asm, captivated by its network of canals and inspired by its towering viaducts. Instead, they shrugged it off

dismissively. Turns out they’d been wandering round looking for its castle and were disappointed when they

couldn’t find it.

But I think Manchester is a city for living in, letting its majesty unveil itself to you slowly. It’s at its best when

you’re submerged in its daily routine rather than flying around a few pre-determined sites of interest over a

few hours or a couple of days. Manchester’s architecture is useful rather than full of grand,

breathtaking follies.

That’s not to say Manchester doesn’t have its palaces. Manchester was once a city of palaces, just the city’s

forgotten them over the generations and no-one’s treasured them enough to tend to their upkeep. Their opu-

lence and high-aiming ideals have faded into the background. Not for them immaculately landscaped gardens

or well-maintained facades; three palaces in particular have become shabby and neglected, consumed by the

city to the extent their rich past has all but been forgotten about (we’ll disregard the celebrated Palace Hotel

and the Palace Theatre, which cheated by renaming them-

selves palaces from the Refuge Assurance Company and

the Grand Old Lady of Oxford Street, respectively).

They stand, variously, on a corner of the second busiest

bus route in Europe, amidst textiles warehouses in an in-

salubrious area just north of the city centre, and a suburb

traditionally packed with rows of terraced houses.

Fittingly, for a modern city, rather than monuments to

wealth or bloodlines they’re palaces in honour of the

common man, built for everyday use. These are the

palaces of the Edwardian era, which used sumptuousness

and splendour a as an inspiration to the average man on

the street rather than as an outward display of power and

status. There were no empty rooms to be filled with trin-

kets or lavished in riches - these palaces, two of which

were sporting venues, were built to entertain and amuse.

Were you to visit them now, you wouldn’t be led round

by a tour guide, maintaining a respectful silence, peering

at antique-furnished rooms from behind rope dividers or

forced to wear shoe coverings. You wouldn’t find out the

stories of generations of aristocrats and their antiques and

family art collections, but learn about the social mores of

Manchester’s Forgotten Palaces written and drawn by Natalie Bradbury
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I MADE this vegan pumpkin pie for the very special monthly night at Tiger Lounge named ‘Your Mama's

Cookin’’. A quaintly eclectic night combining a knitting lesson, bring your own cake stall, vintage tea cups

and a lindy hop lesson adorned with classic swinging tunes from the 1920s- 50s. A night which takes you

back to a simpler period where all you needed was rock and roll tunes and delicious cake to have a

swell time!

Ingredients: Hot Water pie crust

250 grams vegetable shortening or suet (looks like white maggots but

makes the pie flaky!)

400 g plain flour

2 teaspoons Suma dairy free margarine

175 ml boiling water

2 tablespoons baking powder

¼ teaspoon salt

You will need a circular cake tin, rolllling pin, and wooden spoon.

First we shall make the pie dough! Mix together the shortening, margarine and hot water in a large bowl until

thoroughly blended. The shortening will make it look bumpy, don’t worry it will dissolve in the oven. Add

flour, baking powder and salt mix to form dough and then knead. Wrap in cling film and put in the fridge to

chill for 3 hours then think of something better to do than watch the fridge door impatiently. After waiting

patiently for your dough to chill, flour a surface and half the dough then roll out your dough then line the cake

tin with 1 half carefully making sure the dough is thick enough to hold the filling and you have rolled out the

right shape to cover the cake tin. Fold over the edge of the dough over the cake tin chopping away excess with

a knife.

Now for the filling.

Ingredients

A pumpkin :)

350 ml soya milk

5 ounces granulated brown sugar

2 teaspoons cinnamon

1 teaspoon grated ginger

1 table spoon golden syrup

No Egg, (brand name). Expensive but worth shelling out on (get it?!) as lasts ages. This is an egg replacer

which binds the dough just as an egg would! But doesn’t come from a hen! Eggciting!|)

Pre heat the oven to gas mark 4/ 180”c.

My cutting of the pumpkin was very basic. I used a large knife to cut from the top of the pumpkin then

slide down to quarter the orange beast. Then scoop out the seeds ( you can toast these later on if you so de-

sire). Use approximately  5 tablespoons of pumpkin flesh and whisk together with the egg replacer and soya

milk. Then add spices and syrup and pour into your pie base. Finally roll out your other half of the dough and

Vegan Pumpkin Pie by Rebecca Willmott
Manchester: Up high and down below

Above:The view from the Arndale carpark  Below: a reflection in a puddle on Wardle Road in Sale



WELCOME TO issue 4 of The Shrieking Violet. As I’ve

mentioned before, the Shrieking Violet was conceived as an alternative tour guide to

Manchester. I’m interested in how you go about exploring a new city, and whether you

immediately head for the city’s big attractions or merely let yourself wander at will and

get absorbed by its spirit. 

When I’ve visited different towns and cities, one of my favourite starting points has al-

ways been picking up leaflets, fliers and free magazines, and seeing what’s going on

there (although, of course, they vary immensely in quality). Sometimes, these newspa-

pers and bits of paper become something I treasure when I return home, though, just as

valuable as any bought souvenir - copies of the Onion picked up in San Francisco, or

the Village Voice from street boxes in New York, are just as good momentos of time

spent in those places as pre-packaged tourist trinkets. 

This month’s Shrieking Violet discusses important things that have happened in the

city lately as well as showcasing the work of artists, writers and photographers.

At the end of October, I went to an event at the Chinese Art Centre in the Northern

Quarter at which the poet Carol Batton was collaborating with the Chinese artist Ying-

mei Yuan. I had long wanted to see/ meet Carol Batton as I have one of her poems

pinned up on my wall that has moved with me through my last three addresses since I

picked it up from a table in a bar in the Northern Quarter a few years ago. Carol Batton

spreads her words and thoughts on things like life, the world and mental illness across

the city, distributing her culture through thousands of photocopied poems, which can

primarily be found in the Northern Quarter. 

This is a big inspiration to me. At the event, Carol Batton wrote personalised, biogra-

phical  poems for some audience members following a brief, inquisitive chat with them.

Incredibly, she gave me one based on the American writer Ray Bradbury, with whom I

share my surname, and a vague recollection of a book, Fahrenheit 451, in which he de-

scribes a dystopian future of state censorship and book burning. I love what Batton came

up with: “She doesn’t burn books...she makes them, secretly.”

Editor: Natalie Bradbury
Cover Design: Lora Avedian (www.loraavedian.blogspot.com)
Writers: Natalie Bradbury (www.theshriekingviolets.blogspot.com), Emily McPhilips
(www.makingeggs.blogspot.com), Rosa Martyn (www.mylittlestitches.wordpress.com), Rebecca Will›
mott (www.dollwithbigeyes.blogspot.com), Andrew Bowman (www.themule.info), Adam Faulkner
(www.flightofthefalcons.blogspot.com), Andrew Beswick (www.andewbeswick.blogspot.com)
Illustrators: Laura Skilbeck, My Car (www.lauraskilbeckillustration.blogspot.com), Josephine Bell, The
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carefully lay on top of the cake tin, again cutting off any excess pastry to neaten up.

You can use any spare dough to make a funny picture on the centre of the pie; I did a pumpkin and the ini-

tials of ‘Your Mama's Cookin’’. Brush soya milk or blend with fingertips around the pie crust to fill in any

holes and smooth out. Then pop your pumpkin pie in the piping hot oven and wait 30-40 minutes until cen-

tre is firm! The pie crust will brown and become very crisp first, but the filling and base will take a while

longer! While you are waiting you could fill your time with making some delicious vegan cream to go with

the pie.

Ingredients: 4 tablespoons soya milk

2 tablespoons granulated unrefined sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 tablespoon corn flour

2 tablespoons oil.

Whisk in a blender until smooth and creamy for about 2 minutes then chill for an hour, and then pour over

your scrumptious pie and bop to on the hop!( I am still waiting for my prize for my vegan gingerbread cook-

ies from the last ‘Your Mama’s Cookin’’:))

Your Mama’s Cookin’ is a monthly night at Tiger Lounge, 5 Cooper St Manchester, every 2nd Wednesday.

What goes in:

2 cups plain flour

1 tsp baking power

1tsp bicarbonate of soda

½ tsp salt

½ cup margarine or butter

1 cup caster sugar

½ tsp almond extract

2 eggs

1 tbsp ground almonds

1 breakfast bowl of chopped plums, skins and

juice included

Sprinkle of flaked almonds

How to do it

Preheat oven to 140. Line and grease a 9x5 inch

loaf pan. Cream the butter and sugar until light,

then add almond extract. Beat in eggs one at a

time, mixing well after each addition. In a

seperate bowl, sieve together the flour, the salt

and the baking powder. Fold 1/3 of the flour

mixture into the butter, sugar and eggs, then

mix in one half of the plums, then fold another

third of the flour in, followed by the rest of the

plums, then fold in the last of the flour. Finally

mix in the ground almonds- and the batter is

now ready. Pour into the prepared pan, sprin-

kle the almonds on top, place in the centre of the

hot oven for 55-60 mins or until a knife inserted in the middle comes out clean. Keep checking it; ovens vary. Cool

for 10 mins, before turning out of the pan onto a wire rack, placing upright, then leave to cool completely.

by Rosa Martyn



Sunday November 1, Vic-
toria Baths open day, 12-

4pm. Manchester’s water

palace throws its doors

open with live music and

guided tours. (last open

day of the year)

Loiterers Resistance Move-
ment walk around Man-

chester, 1pm (see

w w w . n o w h e r e -

fest.blogspot.com).

(monthly)

Bowerbirds, Dulcimer,

Chorlton. Earthy folk.

Your Mama’s Cookin, Odd-

est, Chorlton. Popular ‘50s

themed rock ‘n’ roll night’s

spin-off bar sessions. Free

Charleston lessons.

(monthly)

Monday November 2,

Free Culture Workshop,

Nexus Art Cafe, 7pm. Free

People’s Voice Media

event on free culture every-

one can participate in.

Fireworks, Cringle Fields

Park, Levenshulme,

7.30pm. Fireworks display

with a funfair plus live

music from Manchester

School of Samba. Part of

Levenshulme Festival.

Tuesday November 3,

Daniel Johnston, Manches-

ter Town Hall. The leg-

endary Texas rock singer

plays an unusual gig inside

the Town Hall amidst the

Pre-Raphaelite murals of

Ford Madox Brown, with

support from Laura Mar-

ling.

Wednesday November 4,
Seashell and the Clergy-
man, Cornerhouse, 7pm.

Introduced screening of the

1920s  French Surrealist

short film, to accompany

Manchester Art Gallery’s

Angels of Anarchy exhibi-

tion on women surrealists.

(exhibtion runs until Janu-

ary 10.)

Grizzly Bear, Manchester

Cathedral. Epic Canadians

play another iconic Man-

chester landmark rarely

used for gigs.

Thursday November 5,

Bonfire Night. Firework dis-

plays across the city, in-

cluding Platt Fields Park,

Rusholme, and Heaton

Park, Prestwich with a fun-

fair and giant bonfire (rec-

ommended).

Friday November 6,

Grouper, Nexus Art Cafe.

Elizabeth Harris’ ethereal,

delicate folk, which sounds

like it’s coming at you from

far away, in an intimate

cafe setting.

Scrapbook, Kro Bar, Oxford

Road. Indie-pop night with

indoor sparklers, toffee ap-

ples and Mew after party.

Sunday November 8,

Jamboree, Fuel. Lo-fi DIY

night returns with My Shep-

herd Mouse and Winter

Berries.

Wednesday November

11, Your Mama’s Cookin’,
Tiger Lounge. Probably

Manchester’s funnest night

out - rock ‘n’ roll night with

lindy hop lessons, knitting

classes, free tea and a bak-

ing competition. (monthly)

Thursday November 12,

Ext-Inked, Unit 108, Chapel

Street, Salford. Preview of

Ultimate Holding Com-

pany’s new project - 100

members of the public are

invited to be permanently

tattooed with endangered

species to celebrate the an-

niversary of Charles Dar-

win’s Birth. (until December

1)

Friday November 13, Artur
Żmijewski, Cornerhouse.

New exhibition of the Polish

artist in Cornerhouse gal-

leries. (until January 10)

Fridays November 13 and

27, Trash-o-Rama, The

Corner, Fallowfield. Disco

based on sleaze and the

sounds of ‘70s and ‘80s

New York and Manchester.

Named after retro movie

screenings, it also shows

old TV series and films.

Saturday November 14,

Andrew McDonald, Interna-

tional 3. New  exhibition by

the Manchester artist starts

at Fairfield Street’s tiny

gallery (across the road

from Piccadilly Station).

(until December 19)

Saturdays November 14

and 28, Underachievers
Please Try Harder, Saki

Bar, Rusholme. Classic

indie disco plus live bands.

(twice monthly)

Wednesday November

18, Victoria Baths swim-
ming club, Levenshulme

Baths 7pm. (monthly)

Comfortable on a Tightrope
5th Birthday Gig

Thursday November 19,

Tim and Sam’s Tim and
Sam Band, The Bay Horse.

Mushaboom! presents the

up-and-coming Mancuni-

ans, with support from The

Momeraths and The

Search Map.

Furthur, Star and Garter.

Golden Lab’s alternative

disco. (monthly)

Friday November 20, As-
paragus Next Left, Star and

Garter. Classic indie disco

with an emphasis on the

‘80s and ‘90s. Lancaster

duo the Lovely Eggs dji and

play live. (monthly)

Saturday November 21,

Eff Tee Ell, Fuel. Noisy/ fun

new disco/ band night with

Sheik Anorak, King Fucking

Cobra and MRBLKR-

SHRRRR.

Thursday November 26,
All My Heroes Are Weirdos,

Bay Horse. Indie disco with

guest Djs from Panda

Panda, plus baked goods.

(monthly)

Things that might be in the next issue: Feminism, recipes, photographs, creative
writing, illustration, things to make and do and more.

Good things happening soon
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